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Third Student-Legislator Forum Held

Q. A few weeks ago a student
put a question in Dr. Willett's
suggestion box as to why we could
not have a fire in the Rotunda
fireplace on cold evenings. The
student did not sign her name however, Dean Wilson turned the
question over to Col. Abrams, and
received the following reply.
A. In connection with the roofing project on Ruffner Hall, now
nearing completion, the chimney
flues were eliminated and covered at roof level. This applies
also to the fireplace in the Information Office. This procedure
was approved by the Administration because it was necessary in
order to eliminate all possibility of leaks in the roof area.
Q. Why isn't the dress code
uniformly enforced in the library
for library workers? That is,
why are those in the catalogue
room allowed to wear pants? J.C.
A. The following answer was
supplied by the Dean of Students
Office: Mrs. LeStourgeon was out
of town - the question was referred to Mrs. Layne, who is
in charge of the catalogue room.
According to her, the reason girls
are allowed to wear pants while
working in the catalogue room is
because of the nature of the work.
They use paste and the work in
general is "messy." They feel
it is much better for the girls
to wear pants than to take a
chance of ruining their clothes.
Mrs. Layne also remarked that,
although she was not sure, she
thought the girls in other areas
of the library were permitted
to wear neat pants suits.
Q. What are the exact salaries
paid to professors, assistant professors, and instructors? K.E.
A. The following answer was
received from Dr. Blackwell:
The Board of Visitors established the following range of salaries
for the current academic year:
instructors, $8500 - $10,000; assistant professors, $9000 $13,500; associate professors, $11,000 - $15,500; professors, $14,000 - $19,000.

DR. WILLETT'S
PRESS
CONFERENCE
TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 20
1 P.M.

The third annual Student-Legislative Open Forum was held at
the John Marshall Hotel in Richmond February 1-3 in order to
allow constructive exchange of
ideas between students and Legislators on higher education and
related topics of concern. Longwood, one of the 38 community
colleges, colleges, and universities attending the form, was represented by Bobbsie Bannin,
Chairman of Legislative Board,
Carolyn Campbell, Treasurer of
Legislative Board, and Debbie
Bastek, Editor of THE ROTUNDA.
The major emphasis of the
forum revolved around student
and Legislator participation in

small discussion groups, covering such topics as mass transportation, environmental protection, drug use in Virginia, the
Legislative process, and crime
on college campuses in Virginia.
The role of the student in the
various decision - making processes of the college was also
discussed among the students,
with topics such as student rights,
student services, student publications, and academic reform
featured.
Otis L, Brown, Secretary of
Human Affairs for the Commonwealth of Virginia, gave the Keynote Address at the forum Keynote dinner, which was followed
by "open suites," an opportunity

Students Resent Table
Closings Of The Past Week
COMMENTARY: Barbera Radford
Table closings in the dining hall seem to be a fairly common problem at Longwood, but last week all complaints seemed
to peak when some tables were closed four times.
Thursday at lunch my table was closed, so I sat with
friends whose table was to be closed for dinner. Cathy Cummins
and Nancy Gonzales decided to question what they felt was unfair treatment. In my never-ending quest for news, I followed the
girls to the ARA Slater office. When we walked in, there were
eight girls confronting Mrs. Terry Fowler, ARA Slater Secretary, with complaints about THEIR tables being closed.
Mrs. Fowler said she wasn't really the one to complain to,
because the hostesses made the "lists," deciding which tables
were to be closed.
Cathy said she couldn't understand why she had to pay
for food that she couldn't eat because her table is frequently
closed. Mrs. Fowler answered that students were never turned
away from the dining hall because of lack of seats. Cathy reiterated that many students became disgusted and left when they
had to wait for tables to be opened. Slater was efficient in that
respect, because they only had to open tables three times last
year, was Mrs. Fowler's comment. They were starting a new
system soon, anyway, she added.
Denny Moyers, a hostess, explained that the present system was to close 40 per cent of the tables on the main floor
and in the basement, and 20 per cent in the balconies. Monday,
Denny said, the table closing system would be new.
Using previous years' figures, the number of tables open
at any one menu is subtracted from the total number of tables.
The remainder is divided by the total number of tables to deduce a percentage. That percentage of tables would be closed in
the basement, balconies and main floor.
Closed tables don't bother everyone, though. Joyce Morene
said, "I always come, even when my table's closed, because I
know I can always find a seat with someone." Cathy Cummins
maintained that finding the seat is not the problem. It is more
enjoyable to eat with people she knows than with strangers.
There ara eight sit-down meals a week, not counting Friday lunch, which is "scramble" anyway, and table 86 has been
closed four times during that time. Debbie Powell,a member of
that table, said, "I don't mind the table being closed, but I
don't think it's fair that our table was closed at dinner one night
and lunch the next day." All the #86'ers understood the need
to close tables, they just felt that it shouldn't be done so often.
Mary Beth Pearson emphasized, "Four times!" "This week! "
interjected Brenda Harlow.
Nancy Gonzales thoughtfully said, "I just think they could
work up an awful better system." The new system is the latest
"work up" and the hostesses and other students hope it will be
"an awful better system."
Not everyone is unhappy, though. "I think our table's
treated fairly," Paula Williams said. Her table was closed
twice last week. "I really come to meals to see all the people."
"It's the biggest social event of the day," Debbie Waldron
laughed.

for students to meet and talk with
the state legislator from th"ir
own area.
"This was the first conference regarding Student Government that I had ever attended,"
Bobbsie remarked, "and I feel
that it was partly the novelty of
the experience that made it
worthwhile. Here lay the possibility of great exchanges of ideas
among colleges, of relating college-oriented problems to the political scene, and conversely,
making current political developments pertinent to the college
student."
Bobbsie attended the conference on the Equal Rights Amendment (which has since been defeated in the House Committee),
and noted, "The majority of students attending this meeting were
extremely knowledgeable in this
field, and apparently many of
them had organized petitions and
lobbying efforts to push for passage of the bill."
All three representatives from
Longwood noticed some domination by the larger universities.
Debbie remarked, "While the
discussion of student publications
did cover a number of topics
which were important to all campus publications, regardless of
the size of the student body.there
seemed to be a definite tendency
on the part of the larger schools
to try and direct the discussion
toward a specific incident or
problem which had little application or relevance to the majority
of the other student publications.'
Several important topics discussed concerning student publications on campus were the extent of and right to control publications by the faculty and administration, advertising, the
different means of choosing an
editor (it was generally agreed
that the election of editors would
result in a political convention,

with bad results), abortion
and the movement to stop funding of publications directly from
student fees. A representative
from the University of Virginia
noted that since the purpose of
a college or university is a wellrounded education, a wide spectrum of activities is offered,
helping to introduce each student to an organization which
fulfills his or her interests,and
as such, publications are as vital a part of campus activities as
any other student organization,
Carolyn, following a discussion of student services, refelected, "This discussion included the entire gamut of colleges from the University of
Virginia to the community colleges, and really pointed out many
of the similarities in service
needs and the many different
means used to meet or ignore
them. Of course, some delegates were more vocal than
others and some delegates had a
more complex system of funds
and programs, but most schools
inserted their own opinions and
situations. I think the importance in such discussions lies
not only in the many new ideas
one may gain, but in the selfevaluation made of one's own."
The discovery that many problems confronting Longwood were
similar to those on all campuses
was also noted by the three representatives. "The conference
on Academic Reform was somewhat dominated by U.Va." Bobbsie explained, "but I found that almost all the colleges represented
were experiencing some of the
same 'growing pains' as we are.
Reduction in the number of required courses, better methods
of course evaluation, grievance
procedures concerning grades,
and independent study were some
of the topics discussed. While U.
(Continued on Page 6)

Applications For Resident Couselors
Available In Associate Deans Office
Applications for positions as
Resident Counselor in freshman
dormitories are available in the
Office of the Associate Dean of
Students. Any student interested
in employment in this capacity for
1973-74 should submit the completed application prior to
March L
The Resident Counselor resides in a freshman residence
hall and serves as a counselor
for a group of freshman students.
Generally, the Resident Counselor is a sophomore or junior who
seeks part-time employment on
campus. Each Resident Counselor devotes from ten to fifteen
hours each week to her counseling duties although the hours are
not predetermined, but rather
based on what she herself deems
necessary. The salary for Resident counselors at the present
time is $55.55 per month for nine
months.

Resident Counselors are selected on the basis of their qualifications for counseling or advising. They should be cognizant
of problems, be understanding,
cooperative, willing to take initiative in talking to students, and
sympathetic to existing problems. They should be able to devote time and energy to the execution of their duties. Students
who are involved extensively in
extra-curricular activities on
campus probably would not have
sufficient time to be dedicated to
the position of Resident Counselor.
Any student interested in being considered for a position as a
Resident Counselor, or any student who would like to recommend
another student for such a position, should contact the Office of
the Associate Dean of Students for
an application form and scheduling an interview.
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Can See With Open Eyes
Although the plight of the Weekend-Warrior and
the Mid-Week Boredom Syndrome are still a part
of campus life, no group has done more to alleviate these problems than the core of dedicated hard working individuals who comprise
the Student Union and its related committees.
Not only has the foundation of the Student
Union laid in the past been consistently strengthened, but the start of the spring semester has witnessed an even greater expansion of activities and
concerts - the inter-dorm video tape programs,
Wheels, the Experimental College, Residence Hall
Programming, Blood, Sweat, and Tears, and the
upcoming concert with Livingston Taylor have all
been provided at little or no direct cost to the student. My exposure to colleges of similar size indicates that Longwood is not only unique, but far
ahead of other institutions in our Student Union
program.
Yet, in spite of all, the proverbial complainer
who has "nothing to do" on campus still exists,
as vocally present as ever - something I find
as an indication of either poor eyesight, selfimposed isolation, or - perhaps - plain, inexcusable ignorance.
Granted, there have been Union failures - the
"ill-fated" ski trip, for instance, or the complaint
that the Union "loses money anyway." But a closer
look at failure reveals that the problem doesn't lie
with incompetence, but with the students themselves who are too preoccupied "doing nothing" to
take part in "something."
"Doing nothing" is a rather versatile occupation. It survives on weekends, in spite of any
number of Union sponsored activities; and, the
argument that weekend activities were not benefiting everyone saw the institution of week day
programs and concerts, "Doing nothing" took on the
guise of 8 a.m.-6p.m. classes and "study time."
I find it rather difficult to believe that academic
interest has suddenly become an all-time-consuming occupation. And it's ironic that those students who have "nothing to do" are the same students with all the busy reasons as to why they cannot participate, and all the ready examples of the
"nothing" they're confined to amusing themselves
by.
There's a great deal to do on this campus,
and the vital role of the Student Union has become
the most important single organization responsible
for group activities. Ask any of the students who
have participated in and enjoyed the wide variety
of Union programs in the past - and you might
find yourself having "something" to do.
DEBBIE

But- uo€/ve
ANNOUNCEMENT POLICY
This is the policy adopted by the Head Table concerning the making of announcements. We
ask that each student read it and follow the guidelines established by it.
The following may be announced:
A. Events
1. Any event or project already scheduled in the Handbook under Calendar of Events.
2. Any assembly cleared through the Dean's office to which the entire student body is
invited.
3. Any major activity sponsored by a major organization.
These announcements will be made at the two seated meals immediately preceding the
event. One such set of announcements will be considered sufficient with regard to recurring events.
B. Welcoming any special guests in the dining hall to the campus.
C. Emergencies
1. Any emergency announcement authorized by Dr. Willett, the Deans of the College,
or the Deans of students.
2. Corrections to the Daily Bulletin will be announced if accompanied by a note from
the Public Relations acknowledging the error.
3. Any last minute emergency announcement arising in the dining hall authorized
by the manager of Slater Services.
4. If an emergency arises and a person's table is closed, she may be called to the
Head Table. The Head Table reserves the right to determine whether or not the
situation is an emergency.
D. An entertainment group may perform if they are participating in a program that day,
and have previously cleared it with the Head Table.
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Impressionist Pioneers Film
Series To Be Shown February 16

Charles Magistro instructs
Wednesday.

By JEANNIE ENGLAND
Claude Monet, a rebellious
French artist who is responsible for the Impressionist school
of painting, and Georges Seurat,
French painter who sacrificed
"a lyric gift to reason, order
and theory" will be the two Pioneers of Modern Painting presented in Kenneth Clark's film
series February 16 in Bedford
Auditorium at 4:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Monet, who lived a life of
struggle
and despair because he
attentive techniques class last
refused to follow the past European traditions in painting, was
"determined to rely solely on his
direct response to nature." He
angered the Establishment because of his rebellion and was
largely forgotten after his death.
Twenty years later, the center of
they were exhausted and so was painting moved from Paris to New
Mr. Magistro. He was described York and artists suddenly began
as being quite interesting but ac- to go where Monet left off.
Georges Seurat, secretive and
cording to Fawn Crockett, one of
the participants, "He took for obstinate, "represents that elegranted that we knew more. His ment of austere tidyness which
work is beautiful - he is very used to be a quality of the finest
minds in France,' according to
talented."
Miss Barbara Bishop was quite Clark. Seurat concentrated in
pleased with the success of the himself an interest in Primitive
day. She spoke of Mr. Magistro's keen interest in the stuSilver Work By
dents and the project itself. The
Baldridge Accepted
day proved to be quite worth
By Crafts Exhibit
while to all involved.

Workshop With Magistro

Produces Student Enthusiasm
By BETSY NUTTER
Charles Magistro, an instructor in the Department of Communication Arts and Design at
the Virginia Commonwealth University, conducted a print making
workshop for twenty Art students
last Wednesday.
The student reaction to Mr.
Magistro was one of enthusiasm.
He instructed the students of
techniques and then put them to
work. Many of the participants
stated that by the end of the day

Watercolors By Ted Turner
Currently For Purchase
By JANET TENNYSON
The work of Theodore Turner is currently on display in
Bedford Gallery. The show consists of over 50 watercolor paintings, under the Longwood College
Art Purchase Exhibits Plan.
Mr, Turner studied at William
and Mary, New School of Social
Research in New York, and institute of Fine Arts at New York
University.
His exhibitions, awards and
collections liave led to his appointment on the Advisory Board
of the Virginia Center for the

Creative Arts and being named to
Who's Who in American Art in
1973. He has taught at Dartmouth, N.H., and the University
of Virginia, where he was acting Chairman of the Fine Arts
Department.

January 30, 1973 _ Mr. Mark
Baldridge, Instructor of Art at
Longwood College, has received
notification that his set of six
sterling silver champagne goblets has been accepted into the
10th Annual Piedmont Crafts Exhibition. The exhibition is to be
held at the Mint Museum of Art
in Charlotte, North Carolina,
from February 18 to April 15,
1973.

and Oriental Art, Symbolism, the
beginnings of Art Nouveau, and
above all, the belief in science.
Not much is known about Seurat's
private life except that he was
noted for his dogmatic sayings on
the science of painting and was
an unquestioned leader in his
small circle.
Henri Rousseau and Edvard
Munch, the final artists in Kenneth Clark's film series PIONEERS OF MODERN PAINTING,
will be presented February 20 in
Bedford Auditorium at 4:30 and
7:30 p.m.
Rousseau, according to Clark,
"was the only great artist who
had no professional training. "He
was a Customs House man and
did not take up painting until
1885. His work displayed exceptional skill in picture making and
was also "able to retain the
child's gift of bold design and

naturally harmonious color; the
child's acceptance of the simple
facts of vision; and, above all,
the child's certainty of imagemaking."
Clark's final program summarizes his series and turns
from France to Norway where
he discusses Edvard Munch, one
of the early developers of Expressionism. Munch lived a simple life and was a descendant of
a long family line of doctors,
pastors, and teachers. Many of
his first paintings were of sick
children, but his styles changed
through the years to Impressionism and later Expressionism. From 1892 on he devoted
himself to finding "visual symbols for certain general ideas or
states of mind."
Lord Kenneth Clark's presentation is free of charge and the
public is cordially invited to attend.

The members of the cast of "Peer Gynt"
rehearse in preparation for March 1 5th
Jarman presentation.

LONGWOOD COLLEGE AND THE CENTRAL VIRGINIA
CHAPTER OF THE VIRGINIA MUSEUM PRESENT

Dance Company
Installs Officers,
Makes Revisions
Longwood's Dance Company
recently installed new officers
following a revision of their constitution. With the newly instituted changes, the means of electing officers was revised - elections are no longer held in April,
but at the end of the first semester. This allows for senior student teaching and smoother transition of officers. Revisions also
allow for a Costume Coordinator
who does have to be a dancer —
all other officers must be dancers.
Results of recent election are:
Vickie Hileman, president; Penny
W or ley, secretary-treasurer;
Helen Ball, publicity chairman;
Margot Palazesi, projects chairman; and Diana Perkinson, costume coordinator.
The Dance Company is also
currently planning to put together a scrapbook, and are collecting pictures and negatives of
dance productions from the past
year.

Collection Of Art
Listed Page 11

Mr. Ted Turner, with Longwood students, in Bedford Gallery
last week.

Renaissance Music, Art And

AFILM SERIES

February 13 - Program One/Edouard Manet, Paul Cezanne

Literature Program Planned
By BETSY NUTTER
"An Era of Excellence," a
multi-media program of Renaissance music, art, and literature will be held on February
25 at 4 p.m. in Wygal Hall.
Presented by Jeanette Comer and
Helen Nitti Ortega, the program
is sponsored by the Virginia Museum Association.
Jeanette Comer and Helen Nitti Ortega perform on the soprano
and tenor recorders, harpsichord, dulcimer, classical guitars, and include vocal numbers.
They also do literary selections
from Shakespeare and show color

slides of famous works of art of
Renaissance Europe,
Both ladies are foreign language teachers at Quantico High
School, Marine Corps Base,
Quantico, Virginia. The Renaissance music performances have
made them well-known throughout the state.
Other of their activities include the recording of background music for nationwide radio and television public service
announcements. They have also
published educational materials
including tapes and records designed to supplement French and
Spanish courses.

February 16 - Program Two/Claude Monet, Georges Seurat

February 20 - Program Three/Henri Rousseau, Edvard Munch

All programs narrated by Lord Kenneth Clark
Bedford Building Auditorium. 4:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Longwood College. Farmville, Virginia 23901.

No admission charge. The public is cordially invited to
attend.
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Student Teaching Is Changing At Longwood
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
Student teaching is the time
when jrou get your own desk from
which to teach, but find someone
e] is using tile drawers. Though
this probably won't change, the
system in which Longwood students do their practice teaching
is briii;1 changed.
This new system, called the
professional semester, will begin the fall of 1973 and involve
anyone going Into Uw teachereducation program after that
time.
How Developed
••It was developed for several reasons," said Dr. Cliarles
Patterson, Professor of Education and Chairman of theDepartmen of Education, Psychology and
Philosophy. The new early opening calendar is one reason, and
the time factor is another. "We
will open our school before many
public schools open, and for the
second semester, our school
would liave especially secondary
majors, teaching during the public schools' exams," commented
Dr. Patterson. Follow-up studies
by Longwood's recent graduates
also expressed a desire to lengthen the student teaching time,
more media and more inner-city
education. Next year, Longwood
will have more than 500 girls
going out to teach, therefore a
system had to be worked out with

teaching loads.
Modular System
In arranging the system, "we
decided to go to a modular kind
of schedule where the learning
activities are being presented
in short modules," said Dr. Patterson. Because supervision and
teachers could be provided for the
student teachers, it was necessary to stagger the groups going
out to student teach.
Each student will be placed in
one of the three patterns. All students who plan to student teach in
the fall of 1973 or spring 1974,
Should be registered with Dr. Edwin H.Vassar, Associate Professor of Education and Director of
Student Teaching. Dr. Vassar is
in charge of placing students for
student teaching and helped to
develop the professional semester.
The three patterns consist of
the following:
Weeks
Pattern III
2 10 4
Pattern II
3 10 3
Pattern I
4 10 2
All students, both elementary and
secondary, will teach for a period
of ten weeks. The time a student
spends taking classes on campus
is six weeks. The variations here,
deal with the not really needed
patterns of being on campus two
weeks, teaching ten weeks and
being on campus four weeks; be-

ing on campus three weeks, Students will take work in the
teaching for ten and being on cam- timed modules which replace the
pus for three weeks, or being on traditional block courses. Such
campus four weeks, out teaching courses as Philosophy 460 and
for ten and on campus for two. Education 456 will be incorporated into the five or six moModule Classes
During the six weeks on cam- dules currently scheduled.
This system will also put an
pus, students will be taking classend
to termination of school in
es for eight credits. These moduNovember and March. Once the
lar classes will be:
system is operational, students
30 clock hours of educational
will be allowed to finish the
measurement for two credcatalogue requirement in Deits; 15 clock hours of media,
cember or June. Dr. Blackwell,
audio visuals for one credit;
Academic Dean of the College,
20 clock hours of innercity
said, "You can accelerate and
seminar for two credits; 25
finish in three years or three and
clock hours of foundations
a half years rather than four."
for two credits, and a seminar class for one credit.
Teaching Centers
While this yields eight semesCurrently, the areas where
ter credits, student teaching will Longwood has student teaching
also be eight credits. For the en- centers are Roanoke, Richmond
tire student teaching period, a City, Chesterfield, Henrico,Dantotal of 16 semester credits will ville, Prince Edward-Charlotte
be received by each student on County, South Boston, Colonial
successful completion of the se- Heights - Prince George and
mester.
Lynchburg. The Education DeIt is uncertain if a student will partment expressed an interest
be allowed to take other courses in having student teaching cenduring this semester. It will be ters in Northern Virginia and
up to the individual departments Tidewater.
and chairmen as to whether each
"If these areas do open, they
wants and will put in a two-hour will be primarily for secondary
modular class. The area is cur- and only a few elementary teachrently being studied.
ers," said Dr. Vassar. Dr. PatNo Block Courses
terson did suggest that the open"This professional semester ing of the Northern Virginia area
will eliminate block courses al- was the more probably happening.
together," said Dr. Patterson.
For students registered for fall

student teaching, the area for
their placement is to be announced "next month," according to
Dr. Patterson. The specific
school and visitation dates will
be announced in the late spring,
"April or early May," added Dr.
Patterson. For the students registered to teach in the spring,
their areas should be known
sometime this semester.
Early Beginnings
Students who are to practice
teach this fall will begin school
three days earlier than normal
classes. The college opens on
Sunday, August 26, for freshmen
and student teachers, classes for
student teachers begin on Monday, August 27. Classes for
freshmen and other students begin on Thursday, August 30,
People who have not registered for student teaching and plan
to do so in Fall 1973 or Spring
1974, should immediately see
Dr. Vassar, Students with particular individual problems should
also come to the student teaching office in Hiner building.
"We are looking forward to the
new system and, although it isn't
unique in Virginia, it is unique to
Longwood," commented Dr. Patterson.

Plans For May
Day Directed
Toward All Ages

The Longwood varsity team displays excellent defense in
RMWC game.

Longwood Basketball Teams
Bring Home Two More Wins
Longwood College Basketball
Teams traveled to Eastern Mennonite College and brought home
two victories.
The Varsity team had a dominating lead first quarter with a
17-5 score and a 36-19 lead at
the halt Eastern Mennonite kept
Longwood to only seven points
third quarter and narrowed the
lead to 42-31. Eastern Mennonite outscored Longwood fourth
quarter but it wasn't enough to
win and Longwood won with a
score of 51-40.
Longwood shot 51% (16-31)
from the floor first half and 26%
(6-23) second half. Eastern Mennonite hit 28% (9-33) first half
and 23% (7-31) second.
Longwood put three players in
doubles figures. Debbie Carneal,
Sue Manahan, and Nannette Fisher scored 13, 11, and 10 points
respectively. Sue Manahan was
leading rebounder with 12.
Junior Varsity

Nannette Fisher was the
game's leading scorer with 22
points with 11 of them being
scored in the second quarter.
Dottie Bohannon shot for 17 points
and Debbie Carneal had eight.
Nannette Fisher and Sue Manahan were the team's leading rebounders with 19 and 12 apiece.
Longwood shot 45% (15-32)
first half and 23% (16-26) second half. Randolph Macon hit
25% (9-36) first half from the
floor and 43% (10-23) in the second half.
Longwood's Junior Varsity's
tight defense which caused 27
turnovers for Randolph Macon
ended up in Longwood walloping
R-MWC 65-20.
First quarter almost ended up
in a shutout until Cyd Loewus of
R-MC scored one point from the
charity line and Longwood took a
dominating 14-1 lead. In the second quarter Longwood, sparked
by Marcia Handley who scored 10
points, went to a 34-7 lead at the
halt
Longwood then went on to a
49-13 lead at the end of the third
quarter and the final 65-20 at the
end of the fourth.
Longwood had four players
shoot above 50% from the floor
with Donna Johnson having 100%.
Gay Harrington, Marcia Handley and Diane Jones were in
double figures with 15, 13 and 10
points respectively. Diane Jones
and Donna Johnson were the leading rebounders with eight and
seven respectively.
Longwood was 50% (17-34) in
the first half and 45% (14-31)
second half as compared to Randolph Macon's 13% (3-23) and
32% (6-19).

The Junior Varsity made it two
wins for Longwood with a 4517 win over EMC's junior varsity. Longwood almost had another shutout in the first quarter
until Trinie Widrick of EMC made
a basket with less than a minute
to go. Longwood led 10-2 in the
first quarter and had a 20-9
lead at the half.
Second half started almost like
the first quarter with Longwood
allowing only two points and having a 35-11 lead at the end of the
third quarter. At the final buzzer
Longwood won 45-17.
The JV shot 23% (9-39) first
half and 35% (12-34) second half
as compared to EMC 36% (4-11)
first half and 25% (4-16) second.
Gay Harrington was the team's
leading scorer with 12 points and
Diane Jones and Feda Sutton 8-TRACK TAPES - Super Hits,
scored 10 and 9 points respec- Golden Oldies, Top Artist. $3.50
tively. Diane Jones led the team to $6.00. Why pay more? See Lisa
with 10 rebounds.
Dixon or Aubrey Young.
Randolph Macon

For Sale

Both Longwood Basketball
Teams posted their third straight
wins with victories over Randolph Macon Tuesday night.
First quarter of the Varsity
game turned out to be a close one
as Longwood came out on top
with a 17-13 13ad. Longwood then
came into the second quarter and
outscored R-MC 19-10 to give
them a comfortable 36-23 lead
at the half.
Randolph Macon made some
quick points in the first part of
the third quarter. They held
Longwood to only three field goals
and outscored them 14-9 but
couldn't stop Longwood in the
fourth quarter and L.C. came
out on top 57-49.

By BRENDA TUNE
This year Longwood students
will enjoy a different kind of May
Day week end May 4-5. Although
no definite plans have been made,
initial ideas indicate the May Day
programs will be directed toward
the fine arts, but at the same time
the traditional formality surrounding the festivities will be
reduced.
The May Day Committee,
headed by Tim Brown, Director
of Student Activities, hopes to
give the program an appeal for
all ages. It is hoped that May
Day will eventually become one
of the two most exciting week
ends at Longwood, next in importance to Oktoberfest. In the
past, the program has been directed toward the visiting high
school students and parents.
Bobbsie Bannon, a member of the
May Day Committee, noted,
"This year more student participation is desired." She pointed
out that the reason Oktoberfest is
such a success is the schoolwide participation and the spirit
that prevails. By using the Longwood Players and the Longwood
Company of Dancers, more students will have an active part in
the festivities. Weather permitting, an art exhibit is also planned for the mall. Although Bobbsie emphasized there is no definite theme yet, the whole tone of
the program will be more informal The traditional May Court
will still be held, however the
dresses have not been selected
yet. The escort attire will possibly be coat and tie rather than
the former white dinner jacket as
a further attempt to informalize
the court. The committee decided to retain the traditional May
Pole dance. An all-day reception is planned to be held in Lankford on Saturday, and Slater has
been asked to provide a dinner
that night. If funds permit, a
concert may be included on the
agenda. Bobbsie added, "I hope
this will change the come at 11
a.m. and leave at 3 p.m. attitude
of most students.''
The usual campus tours for
prospective students will still be
conducted - however, a more individual approach will be employed. Planned tours through the
music and art buildings tentatively include viewing the Longwood students as they perform
and work. Bobbsie explained that
this is an attempt to utilize more
of the college's facilities.
The new directions of the May
Day program this year will be a
transition into next year's Spring
week end. Due to the institution
of the early-opening calendar, the
traditional May Day will not be
observed. Although no definite
plans have been completed,
Spring week end will be held in
April next year. The extent of
change and expansion in next
year's program will be contingent on response and results of
this year's May Day.

Hie favck*
FarmviUe, Va.

JUST RECEIVED!
A NEW SHIPMENT
OF PIERCED
EARRINGS
Nappy
Valentine's Day!

FRESHMEN
PRODUCTION
TOMORROW
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Members of the fencing team practice for upcoming meets

Alpha Phi's Drive
For Heart Funds
Features Banquet
By SUSAN DAVE
One out of every four people
will die of heart related diseases before the age of 55. Unbelievable? Yet in 1969, Heart
disease was responsible for approximately 54% of all deaths in
the United States; it claimed more
lives than cancer, accidents,
pneumonia and influenza, or diabetes combined. Unfortunately,
these figures continue to rise.
In response to the growing need
for heart research, the Alpha Phi
sorority has named Heart as
their national philanthropy.Since
1946, its members have worked
on raising more than $1,500,000
for this cause. February is National Heart Month, and Alpha
Phi chapter at Longwood College plans to lend its support
by: 1. asking for donations in
downtown Farmville; 2. selling
refreshments at home basketball games; 3. making radio announcements; 4. sponsoring a
Heart Fund Banquet.
The Heart Fund Banquet will
be given Wednesday, February
28, at 6 p.m. in the ABC room.
A spaghetti dinner has been generously donated by Mr. Carbone. Tickets will be available
before and after dinner in the
new smoker from February 12
through February 23, and a donation of 75£ per person is requested. Proceeds will go towards the American Heart Association, Cardiac Aid, and a
local philanthropy at MCV hospitaL

The A.A. Dorm
Representatives
Choosen For Year
Last week Athletic Association Dorm representatives were
elected. They are: Paige Barnett and Ronni Burns from Curry;
Vicki Lutman and Dana Hutcherson from Frazer; Lynn Pierce
from South Cunningham; Sherry
Shultz from Main; Kim Stacey
is the representative from North
Cunningham.
Other representatives are
Bev Turner, Stubbs; BernieStanley, Cox; Sandra Wooldridge,
Tabb; Debbie Weaver, French;
and Debbie Stalvey, from South
Ruffner.

Joyce Miller Wins
First Place Medal
At AFLA Meet
By PETTIS BOWLING
Joyce Miller number one
fencer for the Longwood College
Team, won a first place gold medal at the AFLA Women's "C" Foil
Meet. The meet was held on February 4, at Randolph-Macon
Women's College, Lynchburg,
and was attended by some 33
fencers from all over the state.
The representatives were mainly of the collegiate echelon.
Other team members Robin
Fekety and Susan Ferguson
(ranked second and third teamwise) gained the semi-finals of
the four round meet. Those moving to the quarter-finals were
Brenda Jordan and Fmily Pispeky.
The team next met Mary Washington College on home ground.
Longwood was a strong victor in
this meet, as shown by the final
score of 21-4.
Joyce Miller and Susan Ferguson were high scorers for LC,
each winning five out of five
bouts. Robin Fekety was a close
second, with a score of 4-L.Next
was Emily Pispeky with 3-0;
Brenda Jordan scored 3-2 and
Dana Hutcherson, 1 - L

Delta Psi Kappa
Initates Ten New
Members For '73
Delta Psi Kappa, the honorary
physical education fraternity, initiated ten new members on
shortly before semester break,
and elected officers for the coming year.
New initiates are: June Beninghove, L'llen Adams, Debbie
Carneal, Linda Burgdorf, Suzanne Stewart, Carolyn Paxton,
Bobbsie Bannin, Robin Glascock,
Shirley Culler, and Vickie Glasgow. New officers are: president,
Debbie Carneal; vice president,
June Bennington; corresponding
secretary, Ellen Adams; recording secretary, Carolyn Paxton; historian, Robin Glascock;
treasurer, Linda Burgdorf; ctiaplain, Bobbsie Bannin; and sargeant-at-arms, Suzanne Stewart.

SCHEMBER'S FASHION FABRICS
Lovely Bridal Fabrics
Accessories For The Wedding Party

NIGHT
'YOU BELONG"

NEWMAN'S

25C per person

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
SWEATERS, SKIRTS, DRESSES
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Student Forum
(Continued from Page 1
Va. did have some fantastic innovations in their academic program, their solutions were inapplicable to a college the size of
Longwood."
All three representatives also
found Longwood to be more fortunate than a number of colleges in
various areas. "I was particularly surprised to hear of some
problems we've never been faced with at Longwood that were
predominate on other campusesKadford, for instance, has no
outside advertising in their paper at the present time," Debbie remarked, "although they are
working toward it. Other problems in the areas of communication, dorm life, and student
participation in all areas of campus organizations seemed topresent much greater problems to
other student leaders than we're
faced with at Longwood." Bobbsie added, "Longwood, I felt.liad
reason to be proud concerning
this area (crime on college campuses), compared to the numerous muggings, firebugs, bomb
scares, and major incidents experienced on other campuses,
Longwood seems to be quite well
off. Using and leaving a side door
open after hours, however, wasa
universal problem, as was that of
not checking the credentials of
'strangers' in the residence
halls."
In conclusion, Bobbsie remarked, "In all, I enjoyed the
(orum, and feel that I liave gained quite some insight Into the
complexion of other colleges in
the state and oui own. There
m ri i n al many ideas brought
out thai I have already tried to relay to those who could best gain
from them, 1 did think that the
domination ol the bu
'>ols
infortunate, sim e the structure ol the forum would have lent
' to equal participation,"
i ither than domination by the
ihools, the three repres felt the major problem
mm was the failure
of III.>
I
to appear,
( arolyn added, "l realize many
ol them had busy schedule In©
the General Assembly was In session, but ,i di finite time ofarrlval to the discussions would have
been helpful to the discussion
leaders."
in general, the feeling that the
forum was extremely beneficial
was shared by Bobbsie, Carolyn,
and Debbie, As a valuable means
of communication between the
colleges and the legislators,
Carolyn summed up the feelings
of LongWOOd'S representatives:
"It is an excellent opportunity
to exchange ideas between the
colleges and to open one's mind
to the attitudes, programs, and
problems of other people whether they are students or
legislators."

Drive For
Get Start Center
For Dillwyn Underway
A drive is underway to collect
material for the Dillwyn Get
Start Center, which is about 20
miles from Longwood. Materials
such as toys, games, puzzles,
children's books, magazines,
musical Instruments for children, and fabric scraps need to
be collected.
The center, which contains four
rooms, is located in the old Stephen Ellis School in Dillwyn.
These rooms offer an adult learning lab, a room for ladies learning
to sew, and a library. The final
room equips about twenty chil(Continued on Page 7)
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]\ew Organization Voted
Acceptance By L. Board

Self Regulartory Curfew
Brought Up For View

will have to take the duty.
The Board agreed that if these
By DEBBIE WALDRON
The Board tried to make the
two days were strongly enforced,
rules
clearer and specify where
it would be worthwhile to forfeit
Last Wednesday night Resithere
were
troubles last year. If
the seven-day period.
dence Board discussed the Selfa
dorm
is
closed to the SelfIn order to foster communica- Regulatory Hours. This week,
tions between the Board and its each dorm will have a meeting Regulatory privilege, the dorm
committees, a new policy was to voluntarily sign up for duties then has 2 a.m. curfew for underformed. Representatives from in February and March. A count classmen, and 2:30 a.m, curfew
each committee will report di- will be taken each week end on for seniors. Substitutes from
rectly to the Board at its first how many dorms have the priv- other dorms will not be allowed
meeting of each month. The Board ilege, how many girls make use of to fill in the duties because a
also appointed students to posi- it, and the times that they return dorm should fill its shifts with
tions in committees. Debbie to the dorms. There will be no its own students.
We would like to see the stuWaldron was elected as Chairman name draw to fill the vacancies.
dents
who voluntarily sign up
of the Student Activity Fees Com- If the students want the Selfrealize
that having their duty is
mittee. Also Barbara Smith was Regulatory Hours, the students
a
service
to the students.
approved as the Business Manager of the ROTUNDA. Jean Mull
was chosen as Chairman of the Infirmary Committee. The Board
would like to see improvement
in the emergency procedures of
the infirmary.
The Board began its annual
revision of the Student Handbook
last week. The first point concerned the Alcohol Rules and
Regulations. As it now stands,
only 3,2 beer will be allowed in
Freshman rooms. This was deleted after discussion because
They do not love
there were Freshman this year
that do not show their love.'
who were over 21 years old. Legally these students could buy any
Wilh.im Shake ;
sort of alcohol.
Also, the rule prohibiting
Virginia Senate
drinking during "Open House"
was deleted. This suggestion
Approves Revenue
Choose Keepsake
must also be verified by the Board
with complete confidence,
Bond Legislation
of Visitors.
because the famous
Other changes concerned mo(Reprinted from RICHMOND
Keepsake Guarantee
torcycles and organizational arTIMES DISPATCH)
assures a perfect
A 34-4 vote in the Virginia rangement. Motorcycles were
engagement diamond
Senate gave final Senate approval subject to automobile regulaof precise cut and
to legislation that would put the tions, but they were restricted
superb color. There is
state's full faith and credit be- from Tabb Circle. Organizations
no finer diamond ring.
hind a revenue bond issue for must state their purpose, mem$21,5~>0,000 in constructionproj- bership requirements, and rules
a( 11 state institutions of of procedure. Also, accepting a
group as an organization does not
r learning.
Hie margin of Senate passage guarantee money to thern. The
was well above the two-thirds Board wanted all constitutions to
majority required by the Con- be reviewed every three years,
stitution to ensure the state's and they may be revised during
backing and make the bonds mar- this time period. These changes
ketable at lower interest rates were not definite. They were
than ordinary revenue bonds merely suggested changes.
would have to bear.
Swap Shop Sells
Negative votes were cast by
1,300 Books For
Sens. William F. Stone, D-IIenry; Coleman B. Yeatts, D-PittNew Semester
CARIOCA
sylvania; Leslie D, Campbell,
By JEAN TATE
Jr., D-Hanover, and John C. BuThe Swap Shop once again openchanan, D-Wise.
ed it's doors at the beginning of
The bill includes:
the semester in order to offer
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA - students a market where they
$3.1 million for judge advocate could sell as well as buy their
general school; $950,000 for obbooks.
Bervatory dining facility; $1.2
One of the problems with the
million for student apartments; Shop that it didn't have first
$1.75 million for student nurses semester, however, was a lack
ELDORADO
dormitory,
of time to get things organized
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND properly, according to Bobbsie
RinKsfromSlOO-SlO.OOO
MARY - $570,000, infirmary Bannin.
T-M Re« AH Pond Co.
building,
"We had the whole week of
MADISON COLLEGE-$2,- orientation to take in books and
735,000 for dormitories, $810,- get things ready first semester,"
000 for dining hall, $310,000 Bobbsie stated. "Also, students
for infirmary.
had a chance to find out what
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTI- books they'd need before classes
TUTE - $165,000 for dormi- started sooner than they had this
tories.
time. But this time we had to
LONGWOOD COLLEGE - take books in one night and start
$400,000 (Ed. note: although the selling them the next day."
article in the TIMES-DISPATCH
Linda Gill wanted to clarify a
stated fees were allocated for a misunderstanding that some stuHOW TO PLAN YOl'R KNGAGKMKNT AND WEDDING
dorm, they were actually allo- dents seemed to have about why
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
cated for the new addition to the ten cents was charged for sellfull color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25e\
S-73
dining hall. Longwood borrowed ing each book.
money from the state - these
Name.
"Some students thought that
funds provide authorization for the Swap Shop was making a profAddress.
the state to sell bonds on the it from selling books. But all of
open market to cover the cost.) the money taken in for the sale
City _
-Co..
RADFORD COLLEGE - $2,- of books goes into a scholarship
075,000, student activity build- fund. Everyone who helps in the
.Zip.
State.
ing.
Shop does so on a volunteer
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
GEORGE MASON UNIVERSI- basis. No one gets paid for workTY - $1,670,000, student union ing with the Shop," said Linda.
building.
Linda also thought that taking
OLD DOMINION COLLEGE - books in went smoother than it
$3,840,000 dormitories.
did first semester.
Last week the Legislative
Board voted to accepted the Afro-American Student Alliance as
a new organization on campus.
There was a small grammatical
revision made in the original
constitution which the Board accepted.
The seven-day period was discussed in connection with the next
Fall semester. It was a topic of
great interest. Exams will begin on a Thursday while the preceding Wednesday will be used as
a "Reading Day." No classes
will be held on this day. The
Board wondered if it should continue having the seven-day period or have a new arrangement.
Of course, the Board had no
authority in deciding the issue.
Members could only make recommendations to the faculty.
The Board preferred a new
arrangement since our present
seven-day period is a "farce,"
as one Board member described
it. Instead of a week of review
and study, students cram in last
minute papers and some professors give tests during this
week. According to the new idea
the Monday and Tuesday preceding exams will be totally free
of tests, papers, and classwork.

Experimental
College Features
Gormet Foods

Candi Lowe presents her program of "liberation" while
at the piano.

"Liberation Through Christ"
Theme Of Candi Lowe's Songs

By BARBERA RADFORD
The Student Union is finalizing
its plans for the Experimental
College, and has conferred times,
places, and instructors for several courses. Information with
the final decisions on the extracurricular courses will be distributed on the dining room tables
today or tomorrow.
Gourmet Foods, taught by home
economics majors, will be held
Tuesday nights at 7:30 p.m. in
Coyner. Fondue is the first lesson. Frazer Rec is the scene
of Dr. Ed Smith's karate class,
Tuesday and Thursday nights at
7 p.m. Two classes will be offered Monday nights at 7 p.m. cake decorating in Cox kitchen,
instructed by Gloria Devers, and
pool, taught by David Blevins, in
Lankford.
Dean Wells is instructing a
photography course, and a filmmaking course will be offered.
This year a contract will be signed by three groups who will be
given $50 on the understanding
that they produce a film festival,
or return the $50. No instructor
has been designated for the filmmaking course.
No instructor has been found
for the class on birth control,
or beginning bridge. Miss Edna
Nichols volunteered to teach
bridge in her home, the organizational meeting being held in
Lankford.
Mr. Bissell will instruct a
course in Russian history. The
Newman Fold Group has agreed
to perform a folk Mass for "Contemporary Religions." Other denominations are being contacted.
Daddy's Policy Doesn't Cover
You Any More" has been tabled
until the student teachers return,
since they would be interested.
Questions concerning the Experimental College should be directed to the Lankford Office, or
Jean Dunavant.

lieve in Music" and included a
medley of love songs by artists
like Roberta Flack and Donny
Hathaway, and the Carpenters.
Ruth "Fries" Dobbyns said, "I
liked her because her songs were
original ... not the old gospel
songs." "She related to us," Linda Leenait, a sophomore, commented.
The last part of the concert
was devoted to Candi's story of
Christ. She moved from the center-stage microphone to her
electric piano to strengthen her
words with song. Linda later remarked, "Everyone was intense
in there." After each song the
audience seemed unsure whether
to applaud. "Fries" added,
"When (Candi) was talking . . .
it got pretty heavy. After an hour,
that was too long."
Several people interviewed felt
Student Union
that "preaching" was "silly,"
Wheels Committee
too emotional, or "pushy." Liz
Hans Circus Trip
Carroll answered this by saying,
"She didn't hurt anyone, and she
may have done some good. Isn't
By BARBERA RADFORD
The glitter and splendor of that worth it?"
"The Greatest Shown on Earth"
arrives in Richmond on February 21, and the Student Union's
Wheels committee is sponsoring
a trip to Barnum and Bailey's
Circus Friday, February 23. The
group will be leaving at 6 p.m.
to arrive in Richmond for the 8:15
p.m. show. Expected hour of return is midnight. Tickets are
$4.50, plus a fifty cent deposit.
The show will feature five extravaganzas and twelve circus
stars of world renown. The first
extravaganza is an aerial ballet,
"The Eagle Calls," a tribute to
the American Indian. During
"Once Upon a Circus" two young
children will be chosen from the
audience to be the king and queen
of circus land. Elephants highlight "2001: An Elephant Odyssey" featuring "Space Starlettes" and "cosmic clowns."
The show is wrapped up by a
grand finale entitled "The Beat
Goes On," with the entire cir'2.50
cus troupe passing in review.
Information on ticket sales and
departure point may be obtained
'3.00
from the Student Union office, or
any member of Wheels.

By BARBERA RADFORD
"Candi — a Liberated Woman"
the poster proclaimed.Sponsored
by the YWCA, Candi Lowe appeared last Tuesday night in the
Gold Room. The evening before,
she had given an intimate concert
in the Cox rec.
The talented musical artist
said the thesis of her program
was that there were three things
every person looked for: love,
his needs to be met, and a sense
of direction. With an autobiographical approach, Candi presented her "liberation through
Jesus Christ.'
She composed most of the songs
she sang, although she did present
several popular songs. She opened the "testimony" with "I Be-
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Raun Mackinnon Sings Both
Folksy And Bluesy Sounds
By BARBERA RADFORD
The excitingly humorous performer, Raun MacKinnon, was an
excellent choice for the Student
Union's Coffee House last Thursday night.
The folk-singer accompanied
herself on the guitar and piano as
she sang several songs of her
own composition. One of her own
creations, "Jake," was written
about a friend who heads the
group "Jake and the Family Jewels.' The songs tended to be
traditionally folksy and bluesy
sounds, but with a twist of flute
and bass, played by Jeremiah
Burnham.
The comic comments and introductions kept the audience
thinking. Her story of the singer,
who, caught in an embarrassing
position, sang and entertained
her and some of her friends
dressed in his cowboy hat, ill
tar, and socks, drew gales of
laughter. Raun's descriptions
were just as amusing as her

IN CONCERT

February 23, 8 P.M.
JARMAN AUDITORIUM

Tickets On Sale Today
Longwood Students

Get Start Center
(Continued from Page 6)
dren who range from three to five
years old. A VBTA worker, Laura Baker, instructs the children.
Although the distance limits students from becoming regular volunteers, they can contribute many
needed items such as those mentioned. Areas where these materials are collected will be stated in the daily bulletin.

SHORT OF MONEY?
The Best Buys Are At

CHUTE'S
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Raun McKinnon and husband, Jeremiah Burnham, pose for
the photographer while performing.

LIVINGSTON TAYLOR

Others
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stories. "The Waltz," her own
composition, she called a"slimey waltz." The titles her songs
have are such handles as "You've
Stuck Witli It, I Love You, Good
Luck With It, I Love You," and
"Cats in the Wind Winter Walked
in this Morning."
Raun and Jeremiah Burnham,
'the flute-player, bass-player,
and driver," have been married
for almost a year, and have two
chocolate point Siamese cats a wedding present. They live in
New York where Jerry work
an advertising man when not on
tour. After the show they offered
helpful hints such as men's
underwear from Sears is uncomfortable, but J. C. Penny's is
pretty j^ood.
Raun grew up in Philadelphia,
but Jerry was raised in Connecticut and Vermont. He writes a little, but not officially. Jerry said
actually .< clai sical musician, and wants to rail
money to start ;i string qua
When asked what his greate: I
ambition was, he chuckled, " ro
move out of the city to a place
on the waterfront."
Tiic question of audience always arises when an entertain* i
is being interviewed. Raun answered my question by saying
she thought the audience at a
Southern fills' collie would be
more conservative, but she was
"glad to see they can relax."
Before I left, 1 asked Raun if
sin- or Jerry had any last words.
Jerry replied, "We approve of
your alumnae house." Raun added, "Tell the girls to sup|>ortthe
Equal Rights Act in Washington."
So girls, support the Equal Rights
Act in Washington.

LANSC0TT
GIFT SHOP
"Nations" Plaques,
Banners,
Pennants

PRICES REDUCED
50% AND MORE!

®t> lafiliimt fast
Directly Behind State Theater
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Colleges In
The News
Financial Burden Eased
Milton College in Wisconsin
has announced a plan to ease the
financial burden of a college education. The plan which will go into
effect in the fall of 1973 includes
(1) a four year guarantee tuition freeze (2) a monthly payment program for tuition and fees
(3) the opportunity for students to
graduate in three years.
According to President Kenneth E. Smith, "we can tailor
a program to the students educational needs and career goal and,
in addition, we can spell out his
costs for three or four years.
The 120 credits necessary for
graduation can be gained through
a variety of ways such as the
regular semester, January intern„summer school or an overload.
Because of this new policy
incoming freshman will pay the
current rate of $1,780 for the
number of years it takes them to
graduate. Tuition and board for
future classes will be determined
by the board of trustees based
on economic conditions. Payment of the tuition is spread over
10 months with a low rate of
interest to make it easier on the
parents.
Juniors To Enter
College
Washington Square College of
Arts and Sciences at New York
University is extending an invitation to juniors to apply for
acceptance at their school. The
criteria is the same as for the
seniors.
Many colleges' have experimented with this type of plan,
but only on a small scale. Because only a few juniors have been
accepted they have felt isolated
and out of place. The establishment of the peer group will be
encouraged to overcome this
problem.
Another difference in this program is that it is not only limited to outstanding juniors but all
those juniors who complete their
school's requirements and have
demonstrated capacity for college level work.
According to Dean Phillip Majerson, this program is to combat
the problem of senior-drag. Ma jerson said that many of today's
young people are quite ready and
willing to handle college life after
three years of high school. They
are not just given the opportunity.
Shannon Resigns At U.
President Edgar F. Shannon,
Jr. has announced his resignation from the University of Virginia effective August 1974.
"I shall have completed 15
years as President of the University he said. "That seems to
me to be an appropriate time of
service in this capacity and in
the current experience of American universities, it is an extended one."
Shannon indicated that he will
stay on as a faculty member in
the English department.
The timing of his decision will
give the University, "currently
thriving and vigorous," ample
time to select a successor, he
said.
Commenting on the University
in relation to his resignation,
Shannon said, "it behooves every
university to take account of itself at reasonable intervals, to
re-examine its goals and prospects and to rededicate itself to
its ideals and aspirations under
renewed leadership."
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London Tour For L.C.
Students Costs *348.00
By BETSY NUTTEH
Students, friends, and alumni
of Longwood College are participating in a London Tour over
spring break. The tour will leave
March 25 and return April 1.
Anyone interested in the trip
should contact Mr. George Bristol, Director of College Relations, before Feb. 25. Mr. Bristol noted, "It is important that
you make plans well in advance so
that your passport will be in order. You do not need shots or
anything, just a passport."
The cost of the tour is $348.00
which includes transportation,
lodging, and breakfast. There will
be several options offered concerning how the participant will
spend his time but there is not a
rigid tourist schedule. Time can
be spent in anyway that the individual prefers.
The trip needed forty people
in order for it to materialize and
so far 90 have signed up. Mr.
Bristol stated that the tour could
take an unlimited number. "We'll
just get another plane!" The
daughter-father, mother-daughter, and husband-wife combinations that have signed up are so
varied that Mr. Bristol feels that
any interest group will enjoy the
trip.
Based on the success of this
tour, the college plans to sponsor similar excursions. This

spring's trip is the beginning of
the program. Mr. Bristol feels
that, "Most people can get off
work for a week and can afford
a trip that stays under $500.00.
It's attractive."
Mr. Coutour and a group of
History students that have studied British History, Tudor Stewart England, and Georgian
England, will be going "along
for the ride" but they will go on
their own separate tour. Mr.
Coutour's group rate is $374.00
and there are still some openings. It was emphasized that in
order to go on this trip one does
not have to be a History major.
Before leaving Mr. Coutour plans
to have a series of "briefing"
meetings to give further insight
to the locations that they will be
visiting. He described the trip
as "six days of heavy touring."
Michael Hurst, lecturing historian, who visited and lectured
at Longwood in December, has
invited the group to tour Oxford
University and be the guests of the
faculty. This is an honor, to be
sure and the tour should prove
to be quite exciting as well as educational.
The Hampden-Sydney Bi-Centennial Committee is offering the
same tour and any participants
in their program will have the
same flight and accomodations as
those from Longwood.

Founder's Day
With Founder's Day in the not-so-distant future, the Longwood of the past meets with the present — and the change over
the years, as exemplified by some of 1929 Handbook regulations
given below, have been greater than we are sometimes led to
believe.
GENERAL REGULATIONS
1. Students upon arriving in Farmville must report to the
school at once.
2. The conduct in the halls and dormitories must be quiet
and dignified at all times, and there must be absolute
quiet between 10:30 p.m. and 6 a.m.
Dignified behavior on the street and public places is required at all times.
3. Students must be on campus at 6:00 p.m.
In the spring and fall students may walk on High Street
west as far as the pavement extends and on Buffalo Street
as far as Appomattox Street until 7:20 p.m.
4. Students must get permission from the President of the
college or from the Head of the Home to leave town.
Students must not leave the college or return to the college
with young men without special permission from the President or the Head of the Home.
Students must file permission in the Home Office on leaving college.
7. No student will be permitted to spend the night out of school,
without the consent of the President.
11. Quiet observance of Sunday is required. Each student is expected to attend her own church at least once on Sunday.
No musical instruments used during church hours. No ragtime on Sunday.
12. Students must be chaperoned to the dentist's and doctor's
offices.
15. All engagements must be approved at the Office of the Head
of the Home.
20. Students must not
a. ride without permission
b. Go in to the Farmville post office or railroad station.
c. Be joined at the soda fountains or on the streets
by young men.
d. Sit on the wall in front of the Student Building.
21. Smoking is absolutely forbidden,
22. Girls are not permitted to use "U-Drive-Its."

ODU Approves Policy Allowing
Limited Pass/Fail Courses
NORFOLK - A policy allowing
limited pass/fail course options
and one providing academic credit for extracurricular activities
have been approved for Old Dominion University by President
James L. Bugg, Jr.
The new policies, effective with
the fall semester, were approved
by the ODU University Senate on
Jan. 18 and by Bugg on Jan. 29.
Both policies were recommended
to the senate by its Committee
on Curriculum and Instruction.
The pass/fail policy allows
students who have been accepted
by a department as a major to
take one course per term for
pass/fail credit. A maximum of
12 hours earned through the option will be accepted toward completion of degree requirements.
The student can exercise the option in elective courses only, and
the instructor will be informed of
ttie student's status.
A student receiving the grade of
"P" for the course will receive
credit for the hours of the course,
but will not receive any quality
points. The hours will not be
counted in the computation of the
quality point average.
A student receiving the grade
"F" will not receive any credit
for the hours, but there will be no
penalty in the quality point average. The "F" will, however, appear on his transcript.
According to Charles O. Burgess, ODU provost, the policy
will encourage students to take
electives totally unrelated to
their majors without fear of making low grades or lowering averages. "It's an attempt to let the
student explore and experiment
within his electives," he said.
"Without the pressure of grades,
an English major may want to
try a physics course or an engineering course just out of curiosity."
The second policy provides

that, "Extracurricular activities
may be approved for credit by
academic departments based on
objectives, criteria, and evaluative procedures as formally determined by the department and
the student prior to the semester
in which the activity is to take
place. Such credit is subject to
the review of the provost."
Assistant Professor of Chemistry Robert L. Ake, chairman of
the curriculum committee, presented the policy on the senate
floor as "a new source of course
input. We (the committee) don't
see any reason why interesting,
stimulating activities can't be included in the curriculum as credit courses." He indicated that
credited extracurricular activities would not be "a regularly
approved thing, but would be a
type of special topics course designed by the student, the faculty
member and the department
around a particular activity."
Commenting on the policy,
Burgess said it "provides a vehicle for formalizing the education gained outside the classroom. In some instances, a student can gain real knowledge in
an extracurricular activity, on
or off-campus, and we want to
promote this type of learning. Of
course, any activity must be
carefully supervised and evaluated by the faculty member involved."

FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
FOR 1973-74
NOW AVAILABLE
IN FINANCIAL AID OFFICE

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
SHOP AND SAVE — ONE BIG DAY ONLY!

ENTIRE STOCK
UNIQUE

Register For

Reg. '7.50
SPRING

FLOWER
ARRANGEMENT
Cash f' Carry

$422
Delivery In Town
Only '5.22

FREE $20.00

NOVELTY
6IFT ITEMS

GIFT CERTIFICATE
Redeemable in our CUSTOM PICTURK FRAMING
Dept towards the cost of
having your favorite portrait CTSTOM FRAMKD.
Winner by drawing. No obligation to register.

33V3 OFF
To Hake Room

FoPNow
Merchandise

CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP
"ONE BLOCK FROM HOSPITAL"
PHONE 392 3151

711 W. THIRD ST.

FARMVILLE, VA.

New
Sorority Jewelry
Tor all Longwood Sororities1

Rings - Lavaliers Emblem;
Miniature Badges
Chapter Guards

Cumbey Jewelers
(Between Baldwins & Leggett )
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY!

FREE
ENGRAVING

Longwood Grad Receives
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Honors Paper Recognition

BRUCE W. WARDROPPER

Bruce Wardropper
To Lecture March 2
Bruce W. Wardropper, the
William Hanes Wannamaker
professor of romance languages
at Duke University, is the visiting scholar February 28 - March
2, at six colleges and universities
in the state under the auspices of
the University Center in Virginia,
Inc., a consortium serving twenty-three member institutions of
higher learning.
Born in Edinburgh, Scotland,
he was educated at Downing College and Cambridge University.
He took his doctorate at the University of Pennsylvania in 1949.
Teaching Spanish he served on
the faculty of John Hopkins before
assuming the post of chairman of
the department of romance languages there in 1954. Prior to this
appointment he received a Guggenheim fellowship to write a
book on the early history of the
"auto sacramental" and to begin
study on "alo divino" poetry.
He also was professor of Spanish
at Ohio State University for four
years, at the end of which time he
was the recipient of his second
Guggenheim which was awarded
for study on the Spanish elegy.
In addition to these honors he
has been given research grants
from the American Council of
Learned Societies, the American
Philosophical Society and Ohio
State University. He is a senior
feUow of the Southeastern Institute of Medieval and Renaissance
studies. As a visiting professor
he has taught at Pennsylvania
State University, Harvard University, University of Pittsburgh,
and University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.
The Hispanic scholar came to
Duke in 1962. Beginning in 1961 he
assumed the post of general editor of MODERN LANGUAGE
NOTES. Other professional activities include chairing the Selection Committee for Grants-inAid of the American Council of
Learned Societies and serving as
consultant for humanities and fine
arts for HEW. He is a member
of the Associacion Internacional
de Hispanistas, the Modern Language Association, and the editorial board of PMLA.
Dr. Wardropper is author of
more than eighty-five articles
and several books. His books include CRITICAL ESSAYS ON THE
THEATRE OF CALDERON and
INTRODUCTION AL TEATRO
RELIGIOSO DEL SIGLODEORO.
The lecture schedule arranged
by the University Center is as follows: Wednesday, February 28 Mary Washington College, 11:15
a.m., and Virginia Commonwealth University, 8:00 p. m.,
Thursday, March 1 - Roanoke
College, 11:15 a.m., and Virginia
Military Institute, 8:00p.m.; Friday, March 2 - Longwood College,
1:00 p.m., and University of Virginia, 8:00 p.m.

By BETSY NUTTER
Mrs. Thelma Dalmas, a recent graduate of Longwood, took
advantage of the Honors program
offered here while an undergraduate and has since received much
recognition for her work - the
results of a meaningful experience and six hours of credit.
Mrs. Dalmas' topic concerned
the flora of the headwaters of
Cornelius Creek. She majored in
botony, and is now completing her
graduate work at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel HilL
In choosing the topic for her
Honors paper, Mrs. Dalmas selected a subject that she found
interesting, pertinent to her field,
and of use to her after her work
was completed.
Dr. David Breil supervised
Mrs. Dalmas' Honors project,
and he noted that she did her
observations for the project during the summer, and arranged her
notes over the school year to
complete her work. The paper
was presented to the Virginia
Academy of Science at Virginia
Military Academy in Lexington,
Virginia, last year. Mrs. Dalmas is now awaiting an answer
from the publishers to whom she
submitted her work.
Her particular project is valuable in many different areas.
Mrs. Dalmas recently received a
letter from the Department of the
Interior, Blue Ridge Parkway Division, stating, "This type of
study will be of considerable help
to the Parkway Interpretive staff
in that it affords a convenient
way to acquire general information about a specific area,"
In order for a student to be
eligible for the Honors Program at Longwood she must have
an overall 2.7 cumulative average with a 3.0 average in her
major. To receive permission to

Drive For Books
For RubiconStudent Aid Requested
By DONNA BOLEN
Students may have noticed the
signs concerning the donation of
books to Rubicon, but many may
not be aware of what Rubicon is.
Rubicon is a drug rehabilitation
facility located in Burkeville that
began in early 1971. There are
twenty-nine residents (patients),
ranging in age from seventeen to
thirty, and three staff members,
one of whom is a woman.
Rubicon's purpose is not only
to rehabilitate addicts, but also to
help them in coping with personal
problems. The word "rubicon"
means "no turning back, "a name
derived from Caesar's crossing
of the Rubicon River and afterwards burning the bridge.
Rubicon residents live under
three basic rules. No drugs,
chemicals, or alcoholic beverages are allowed in the environment unless they are prescribed.
There are to be no threats or acts
of physical violence, and no sex
within the environment, and each
resident is given certain responsibilities.
Rubicon receives federal
funds, but is in great need of tutors, all types of books, and more
transportation facilities — at
present, they have one car. The
residents would like to improve
community relations and communications.
Interested students are urged
to contact Carolyn Vines in 007
Cox if they have books to donate
or are interested in visiting or
tutoring.

engage in Honors study she must
submit to the Honors' Committee, of which Professor Carolyn
Craft is the Chairman, a proposal and a working bibliography.
After the six hour course is
successfully completed the student will graduate with honors
from her major field.
At the present time there are
only three Longwood students
participation in this program.
The Honors Committee is interested in encouraging students to
take part in this program as it
is felt the experience is worthwhile. For more information concerning the program students
should contact Professor Craft
in the English Department.

L.I.T. Initates
New Members
For Achievement
By SHARON CURLING
Lambda Iota Tau, the international honor society for outstanding achievement in language
literature courses, initiated new
members on January 7.
The girls initiated were Vera
Allen, Ann Armes, Kathleen
Balla, Jan Berkebile, Donna
Brown, Brenda Burchette, and
Deborah Carle. Initiated also
were Cathy Clevenger, Daphne
Curtis, Joan D'Amico, Carol Di
Rosa, Jeannie England, Robin
Fekety, and Ann Gwaltney.Others
selected were Jane Hoen, Christine Lambert, Anna Morris, Eva
Page, Debbie Powell, Marilyn
Sandidge, Hope Vaughn and Patricia Woodie.
Membership in this honorary
is composed of junior and senior
English or Foreign Language majors who have a 3.0 cumulative
average in their major and a 2.8
overall cumulative average.

Dr. Goodner converses with faculty
math department.

representatives of the

Dr. Dwight Goodner,
Guest Of Math Department
By PETTIS BOWLING
On February 5, the Longwood
Mathematics had as its guest Dr.
Dwight B. Goodner. Dr. Goodner,
a professor at Florida State University, is a lecturer sponsored
by the Mathematics Association
of America. His program had a
number of purposes, the main
one being to hold consultation with
the Mathematics Department and
advise on possible curriculum
changes. A main topic concerned
the opportunity that creative
mathematicians should have to
be in contact with the math majors.
Dr. Goodner met with all members of the mathematics faculty,
either individually or in commit-

tees, to discuss problems and improvements. He introduced his
own suggestions and expanded on
those made by Longwood professors. Some indication was given that changes in the course of
Math 112 were discussed, but
there has been too brief a time
lapse for any of these suggestions to be implemented.
Dr. Merry Allen, head of the
Mathematics Department, said
that overall, the meetings were a
definite success. She also noted
that Dr. Goodner encouraged the
college in its preparation of
mathematics teachers. He was
evidently pleased with the present program, even while offering
minor improvements.

All you smokers
who plan to quit
someday:

JULIE WILLARD

Julie Willard
Represents Stafford
In Soybean Pageant
By BETSY METTER
The Virginia Soybean Association meets Feb. 16 and 17 in
Williamsburg and will be the
scene of the "Princess Soya"
pageant. Julie Willard, a Longwood Freshman, will represent
Stafford County in the pageant.
The competition is judged on a
three minute speech concerning
the nutrition contained in soybeans. Poise and personality will
also be criteria for the winner.
There are seven girls from
Virginia in the pageant and the
winner will represent Virginia in
National Competition in Iowa.

Can you
throw away that pack

right now?

It's not easy, is it?
In 20 years, after 146,000 more cigarettes,
you think it's going to be easier?
Don't kid yourself.
Quit now. You'll never get a chance like this again.
IS Drpirtmcniol Mrjlth Mucjrion, and Wf Ifarr

'nhutrd at a puMit irrvicr.
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Tech Concert To Feature
Kris Kristofferson, March 3
The Virginia Tech Union has
announced that it will feature
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON and RITA
COOLIDGE in concert on March
3. As many students are aware,
there are very few prominent
concert artists and groups available during the Winter months.
However, due to a change in routing, KRISTOFFERSON will be
available to the Eastern Seaboard
states in early March. The concert wiU be presented Saturday,
March 3 at 8:00 p.m. in the Burruss Hall Auditorium.
Tickets will be available at
Squires Ticket Office beginning
Monday, February 19at 11:00a.m.
Tech Students and Dates, $3.00;
General Public, $4.00; All Tickets at Door, $4.00. Write Squires
Student Center, Blacksburg, Va.
24061.
Earlier last year, KRIS went to
Peru to sing one song in Dennis
Hopper's "THE LAST MOVIE.''
When lie came back with twelve
of his songs in the score and a
role in the film, his life began
in more complicated.
KRLS made his TV debut on
I Hi JOHNNY CASH SHOW where
Cash introduced him as the"fini young songwriter today."
i, he sang three of his
fj lead's, Shel Silverstein, songs
in the soundtrack of "NEDKEL! V", a movie starring MIKE
JAGGER, "KRISTOFFERSON",
iiis first album, was released on
Monument Records and his songs,
Clally, "ME AND BOBBY
MCGEE" and "SUNDAY MORNIN' CUMIN' DOWN" appeared in
.ilbiiins by other artists. Dennis
Hopper is Ixising his ne\! film on
"ME \ND BOBBY MCGEE",
i albums to KRISTOFFER"s credit include "SILVER
. GUED DEVIL AND I",
"BORDER LoR!)", and his latest, "JESUS WAS A CAPRICORN".
A club debut at the Troubador
in Los Angeles had reviewers
bailin him as "one of the most
important artists on the contemporary scene" and "one of the
major new songwritin: talents."
, club owners are calling,
movie directors are interested
and KRLS lias to find time to reCOrt his second album. But distractiODS like success and fame
won't keep KRLS from writing
, Wlien iw was attending
Oxford on a Rhodes Scholarship,
when he flew helicopters f"i the
Army in Germany ami later to
offshore mi rigs, and even when
lie was just emptying ashtrays
.ind moving microphones in a
recording studio, KRis wrote
. His first hit was "VIETNAM BLUES", which labeled
KRIS as "a crazy Army captain
who couldn't write about anything but the Army". "But,
the funny thing is," KRIS says,
'a luuicli of BOngS I wrote then
are beta' cut now."
KRBTOFFERSON'S appearance will also feature RITA
COLLIDGE. One of the busiest
studio vocalists around, RITA
has done work on albums by
DAVE MASON, GRAHAM NASH,
ERIC CLAPTON, STEPHEN
STILLS, BOOKER T. and PRKC1LLA, MARC BENNO, and JOE
COCKER, to name a few. She
also participated in the fabled
MAD DOGS AND ENGLISHMEN
tour with JOE COCKER, and
was featured in her own solo
spot.
Tlianks to all the years of
work she's put behind her,
RITA'S jump to the role of solo
vocalist is being made more than
gracefully. Many artists she's
helped in the studios repaid the

favor on her first solo effort
for A&M, a David Anderle production released early in 1971.
The album proved to be a critical success and fared well saleswise. Most importantly, it has
served as a basis for her personal appearances and lends momentum to her new album, "NICE
FEELLV ". Don't miss this outstanding combination!

'V

Research
American
Education
Cancer
Service d p Society

Deans Office Appoints Dr. Sizemore For 1973 -74
By JEAN TATE
The Dean's office has announced the appointment of Dr.
Ray Brewer Sizemore to the
faculty for the academic year
1973-74 as Associate Professor
of Education. Dr. Sizemore was
most recently the Provost at
Southsile Community College in
Keysvl!!?, Virjiiia, He rv.-i*/-.
3l the B.S, and M.Ed, degroas
from North Carolina State University and the EdJ). degree
from the University of North
Carolina. Since 1950, Dr. Sizemore has been also employed
as a classroom teacher, a high
school principal, and as a college instructor.
Dr. Eleanor W. Bobbitt has
been promoted from Associate
Professor to Professor of Health
and Physical Education. Dr. Bobbit has been a member of the
Longwood faculty since 1954. She
has been active in college committee work and extremely active

in developing early childhood
physical education training both
at Longwood and throughout the
state. Dr. Bobbitt is currently
president-elect of the Virginia
Association of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation.
Mrs. Janice S. Lemen has
been promoted from Associate
Professor to Professor of Art.
Mrs. Lemen joined the Longwood faculty in 1944. She has
been listed by the Metropolitan
Museum of New York in its
recognition of contemporary
American painters. In 1951, she
was included in the DIRECTORY
OF AMERICAN SCHOLARS; in
1958 in WHO'S WHO OF AMERICAN WOMEN; and in 1961 in
WHO'S WHO IN THE SOUTHEAST. Mrs. Lemen has given
20 one-man shows throughout
the country and has been represented in three traveling exhibits of the Virginia Museum.
She has been a first prize win-

ner in painting in the Thalhimer's Invitational Exhibit and her
works are currently represented in collections of the University of Virginia, the University
of Missouri and Southeast Missouri State College. In addition
to Mrs. Lemen's painting performance, she has twice been
president of the Virginia Art
Education Association.
Miss Carolyn M. Craft has
been promoted from Assistant
Professor to Associate Professor of English. Dr. Thomas H.
Ely to Associate Professor of
Natural Sciences, Dr. Jo Leslie
Sneller to Associate Professor
of English, Dr. Wayne H. Tinnell to Associate Professor of
Natural Sciences, and Mrs. Martha H. LeStoureeon to Associate
Professor - Library Director
Mrs. Mary W. Elmore and
Mr. Robert P. Jones have been
promoted from Instructor to Assistant Professor,

Wuited!
people who can:

It you can spend some time, even a tew hours, with someone who needs
a hand, not a handout, call your local Voluntary Action Center.
Or write to: "Volunteer," Washington, D.C. 20013
We need you.
^Tfc,

The National Center tor Voluntary Action.
•dvartiting contributed for the public good
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State Council Question
W & M Rate Of Growth
By CHARLES COX
Condensed from RICHMOND
TIMES DISPATCH
Should Virginia build or can
it afford to build a three-campus
community college to serve the
Richmond area, or would one
campus do just as well? Can
Virginia permit the College of
William and Mary to remain a
small liberal arts college while
other colleges are forced to expand greatly?
State Council of Higher Education members admitted yesterday that they had no answers.
Some said they were unsure of
their authority to act.
Virginia could be in the process of financing "40 or 50"
community college campuses
"while we sit here with our hands
tied," said Edward P. Simpkins,
Jr. of Mechanicsville, who wanted to know why J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College requires three campuses for Richmond-area students. Reynolds
is already building its first campus off Parham Road, and two
more are planned.
It was pointed out that the
State Board for Community Colleges planned 23 colleges statewide, with 30 campuses now in
business largely financed by the
General Assembly and the localities. And the state council, supposedly the top higher education
planning agency in the state, has
had no voice in the matter.
Maybe that ought to be changed in the future, suggested Dr.
Daniel E. Marvin, Jr., the man
tapped by the council yesterday
as director. Marvin, 34, has
been acting director since Roy
E. McTarnaghan left in November to take a West Virginia post.

Questions about William and
Mary's future came out as the
council reviewed projections
showing the state-supported colleges can expect to enroll nearly
60 per cent more students in 10
years. Head-count enrollment
is predicted to jump from 133,000
this year to 211,000 in 1982.
By 1982, three institutions are
to have 20,000 or more. With a
projected enrollment of 24,500
on five campuses, Northern Virginia Community College would
be the state's largest college.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University hopes to enroll
20,000, it has said in the past.
Figures for Virginia Commonwealth University, already the
state's largest senior institution, were also unavailable, but
VCU could have in excess of
20,000.
Council Vice Chairman Robert L. Teeter of Richmond wanted to know why Virginia should
support the growth of VCU (now
around 16,000) while restraining
the growth of William and Mary.
Marvin said that the Williamsburg school could take "far
more students" than now but that
its board of visitors deliberately
decided the college ought to remain a small selective liberal
arts school. Mrs. Adelaide H.
Stegman of Annandale indicated
disapproval of this.
Marvin said he thinks the
time has come for the council
"to look at this question."Council forecasts show William and
Mary with 5,600 this year, 5,800
in 1982.
In this 10-year span, enrollment of all senior institutions
is to go from 91,000 to 123,000
of the two-year colleges, from
42,000 to 88,000.

"Ms. Clean" Or, "Sign
Up For Tidy Bowl"
By SALLI GRENE
In the scientific minded world
of today, we find self-cleaning
ovens, automatic dishwashers,
washing machines, and "stay
clean" pots and pans. Unfortunately, the device which could
most affect the college students'
life has yet to be invented: the
self-cleaning bathroom.
There comes a time in every
suite at which one inhabitant
(usually the one with the weakest
stomach) decides to put her foot
down. It may be the fungus growing up the wall, the warped mirror
so spattered with toothpaste that
the already distorted face is indistinguishable from the other
white blobs, or the clogged drain
that turns a shower stall into an
automatic standing bath for the
feet ... one factor or another
finally leads to the transformation of a Longwood lady into a
rampaging Ms. Clean.
Take, for example, the following statement posted in a conspicuous place on the wall of a
formerly neglected suite bathroom:
"Ladies— In accordance with
the state Health Department, we
must do a better job. The Ajax
White Knight is rusting from disuse and Mr. Clean is about to
throw in the towel. Even the
roaches go to other bathrooms...
they can't crawl over the filth.
This can be no more! The
list below gives the dates each
of you is assigned to clean this

disaster area, and that means
every nook and cranny - including the you know what in the
shower. Failure to do so will
result in the revoking of your
privilege to use the facilities.
Just think — when you have
finished your turn, you will be
free to revel in the spotlessness
for five weeks without doing it
again. And -- you're not only
helping out yourself and your five
lovely suitemates, you are also
beautifying America! Is any more
motivation necessary? (If so,
consider the wrath of your suitemate currently in a homicidal
mood, and start cleaning!)
The announcement initiated
varied reactions , . . suspicion
(who was Ms. Clean?!?); fear
(homicide?!?-; revulsion (in the
mind of the girl whose name was
fated to lead the list), and slowly
but surely, a sense of shame as
the suitemates viewed the sorry
state of their bathroom. They
decided it was unfair to stick one
poor soul with the culminated dirt
of a whole semester, and all
pitched in on the vast undertaking. By the end of a very long
four hours, even the "ooh, ah,
icky pooh" shower gleamed
gloriously.
Thus, Ms. Clean has triumphed in one suite on this campus —
but she will not rest until every
flake of fungus has been obliterated from our residence halls.
Beware, Longwood ... the
next suite she strikes may be
yours!
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The Longwood Collection of Art Objects by Contemporary Virginia Artists and where they
may be seen.
DATE
PURCHASED
LOCATION
DRAWINGS
Allan Jones, BEACH ROCKS
Allan Jones, THE SCRIBE
Allan Jones, CAROLERS
Allan Jones, WAITING
A. B. Jackson, SULLEN HEAD
A. B. Jackson, LANDSCAPE WITH TREE FORMS
A. B, Jackson, VERONICA'S VEIL
Lois Morrison, TREE
Nancy Leitch, LION DRINKING

1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1971
1972

Rotunda
Rotunda
Rotunda
Rotunda
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library

1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1965
1972
1972
1972

Library
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library, Main Reading Km.
Library, Main Rea-iing Rm.
Library, Mah Reading Rm,

1951
1952
1953
1955
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1966
1967
1971

Library Ljbby
Information Office
Library, South Reading Rm.
Library, South Reading Rm.
Office, Sec. Dean of Students
Dean Nuckols Office
Library Lobby
Library Lobby
Library, South Reading Rm
Library, Ma.n Floor, South
Library Lobby
Information Office
Library, South Reading Rm,
Library, South Reading Rm,

1966
1972

Library Lobby
Library

1969-70

Bedford Builiing

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby
Lobby

PRINTS
Hartwell Priest, FIELD FLOWERS
Barbara Bishop, MOON AMONG THE TREES
Beverly Furman, MAN WAITING
Beverly Furman, EVENING SHORESCAPE
Carson Davenport, OCEAN CITY INLET
Edward Porter, ROCKY LAND
Carson Davenport, WILD PONIES
Edward Porter, LOW TIDE
Carson Davenport, CHINCOTEAGUE TRAWLER
Annie Lee Ross, LUNCH TIME
Annie Lee Ross, YOUNG CROWS
Annie Lee Ross, NIGHT WATCHES
PAINTINGS
Edith Deford, IT STARTED EARLY IN THE MORNING
Greta Matson, KATHY WITH PEARLS
Jack Whitney Clifton, CHESAPEAKE
Jean Craig Jones, EDGE OF THE MARSH
Horace Day, BLUE RIDGE FARM
William Jones, 58012
Charles Smith, MOVING FORMS
Julian Binford, CYCLAMAN IN WHITE SEATED CHAIR
Helen King Hattrof, SUMMER FOLKS
Nell Blaine, SUNLIT ROOM WITH FIGURE
Lewis Thompson, LT6
Theresa Pollack, THE PROCH
Allan Jones, SURFERS
Lois Morrison, SEATED PATTABLE
SCULPTURE
Carl Roseberg. UNFOLDING
Nancy Leitch, FIGURE
MOSIAC
Eliott Twery, VISUAL ARTS
The majority of the Purchase Collection has been placed in the Library and the Rotunda area, so
that as many students and visitors can see them as possible. No item should be removed, even temporarily, without telling a member of the committee. The members rotate, so please consult the
office of the Dean of the College.

Officers For VHEA
Elected With L.C.
Junior As President
By SARAH YOUNG
The Virginia Home Economics Association (VHEA) Student Members Section has elected new officers — president
for the coming year is Sandi
Harris, a junior from Chesterfield County, who will take office in June.
"I'm excited about being elected," Sandi remarked. "It will

be a big job, but I know I can
rely on both the faculty and the
students of the Home Ec. Department for their help."
Sandi is currently the vicepresident of the Home Economics Club and is also president
of Longwood's chapter of Kappa
Omicron Pi, the national home
economics honorary.
Longwood hosted the annual
College Workshop for the VHEA
earlier this year, in which Sandi
participated. She will chair a
panel on job opportunities for

Home Economics majors at the
VHEA Spring Convention, which
will be held in Roanoke March
28-30. At Atlantic City, New
Jersey, this summer, Sandi wiU
be the Virginia delegate from the
Student Members Section.
The Virginia Home Economics Association is an affiliate
of the American Home Economics Association, which has eight
member colleges in Virginia. The
Home Economics Club at Longwood is the Alpha Upsilon Chapter of the Association.

COLLEGE STUDENTS POETRY ANTHOLOGY
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces its

SPRING COMPETITION
The closing date for the submission of manuscriDts by College Students is

April 10
ANY STUDENT attending eitner junior or senior college is eligible to submit
his verse. There is no limitation m to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred by the Board of Judges, because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
3210 Selby Avenue

Los Angeles, Calif.
90034
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On December 7th, the Civil Aeronautics Board Abolished Youth Fares.
Please cut out and mail the letter below to let
^
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An open appeal is being mailed to each college newspaper in
the form of an ad that can be placed by the editor as a service for
his readers. The ad carries a
tearout letter, to be signed by
readers, appealing to Congress
to act on legislation that can pave
the way for continuation of these
disci unit lares. The letters will be
submitted to the CRADK Office
in Washington, I). C. where they
will be systematically sorted by
Congressional District, counted
to measure response, and finally
forwarded to the proper Congressmen.
National Student Lobb) Leaders will then go into action. They
will visit the members of the
Mouse and Senate Commerce
Committees in an effort to get at
least one Republican and one
Democratic sponsor for necessary legislation from each committee. They will work with
staffs of the committees, airline representatives, senior citizens and other groups interested in preserving the discount
fares.
i m 1- ebruary 28th a National
Student Lobby Conference will be
held, with students from all parts
of the country in attendance, to
consider this problem. At that
time, the delegates will visit with
their own legislators to urge positive and final action to retain
these important fares.
In January 1968, CAB examiner Arthur S. Present ruled that
discount fares limited to persons
12 to 21 years old are "unjustly
discriminatory" because
age alone isn't a valid distinction between passengers. Shortly thereafter, Mr. Present received mail from college students by the sack load. Their expression of opinion was so overwhelming that the CAB ruled that
airline youth fare discounts don't
unjustly discriminate against
adults. The board put off any decision on a petition to abolish the
discounts until a study of whether
the fares were reasonable in relation to carrier costs was completed.
Originally youth fares were
challenged by NationalTrailways
Bus System, a trade association
of bus companies, and by TCO
Industries, Inc., formerly Transcontinental Bus System, Inc.
Over $300,-million is spent
by young people on youtli fare
tickets annually. Each year over
1-million youth fare cards are

Federal Kmployees, Timothy
- President- National
sociation, National
Lobby, New York C.
ps, University of California Student Lobby, Wisconsin
■ us, plus some 70 other
state student organization .
A special AIR HOT LINE has
been set up to receive telephone
inquiries for up-to-date information on this issue. Since CRADF
is a non-profit organization, collect calls cannot be accepted.
There is, however, a number in
Houston, Texas for Western
callers and another number in
Washington, D. C. for Eastern
callers. Please telephone the
nearest number if CRADF may
be of service. (D.C. - Rob Simmons (202) 547-5500).
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Congress know where we stand and that
proper legislation is in order to

correct this injustice
now!

ACT NOW

/

Dear Congressman:

Please take action to save the Youth Fares and Discount Fares which have recently been
abolished by the Civil Aeronautics Board
I would appreciate it if you would also write the CAB and request that they delay enforcement
of this decision until Congress has an opportunity to act on this important question
Some 5-million students traveled using this discount fare in the past year. This contributed
over $400-million to cover fixed costs of the airlines. These carriers can be presumed to have
a full grasp of the marketing considerations involved and are. at least, as interested as the
CAB in dropping any useless discount fares Yet. an overwhelming majority of the airlines who
participated in the CAB investigation are in favor of these fares.
Millions of students have purchased their Youth Fare identification cards with the belief that
the cards would be valid until their 22nd birthday Now the cards are being abruptly cut off by
the CAB's decision.
As one of millions of young voters. I respectfully request that you act to pass legislation that
will allow the CAB to discriminate on the basis of age by keeping Youth Fares I will be anxiously
awaiting the results of the coming legislation concerning this matter.

Mail to:

CRADF

(Coalition To Retain Air Discount Fares)
413 East Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20003

V

(signature)

(address)

(city, state & zip)
Co-Sponsors
The National Student Lobby and Continental Marketing Corporation
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